19 October 2020

Submission to the Energy Security Board
Urgent consideration needs to be given to retro-fitting of the EnPot Energy Modulation Technology
to Australia’s four aluminium smelters, and for the technology to be firmly established as part of the
short, medium and long-term priorities of the Energy Security Board.
This submission is based on the submission we submitted to the Australian Technology Investment
Roadmap in June 2020. The issures remain the same.
The EnPot technology would allow smelters to modulate energy use and act both as large scale gridlevel batteries, and long-duration virtual power plants (VPP) for the NEM, supplying a critically
needed 500MW of instantaneous demand side response (DSR) to help stabilise the power system.
The cost of retrofitting the technology to Australia’s aluminum smelters is smelter dependent, but
estimated to be around A$350m for the four smelters. This would place the conversion to VPP’s as
the least-expensive commercially viable option for grid-scale energy storage globally.
Furthermore, smelters don’t need to be recharged when returning to normal energy use levels after
downwards modulation, and the round-trip efficiency of providing this type of DSR is 100%. Smelters
remain productive creating exports and jobs 24x7, even when in use as a battery or VPP. The EnPot
technology also allows a smelter to go up in energy consumption to produce more aluminum and to
take advantage of low-cost power in the system, something which will become more critical for grid
stability as the percentage of variable renewable energy (VRE) increases.
Pathway to lower emissions for a hard-to-abate sector
Aluminum smelting is identified as one of the three large hard-to-abate Green House Gas emitters,
with nearly 80% of the global emission from the industry coming from energy use. The retro-fitting of
the EnPot technology onto a smelter firmly sets the benefitting smelter on a pathway to lower
emissions, as it allows for the opportunity for at least 20-40% of their power contract to come from
VRE sources, thus reducing Scope 2 corporate emissions.
IEA recognition of the important role aluminum smelters can play in decarbonisation
The International Energy Agency in its February 2019 report ‘China Energy System Transformation’
recommends that primary aluminium smelters modulate energy consumption to provide the grid
with demand side response energy flexibility, stating that a power system with such DSR is 3%
cheaper to operate. The report goes on to state;
“Specific government interventions may be necessary to enroll particular larger scale load resources
(e.g. aluminium smelters), including the design of financial incentives for retrofits and/or
participation.” (pages 156-159).
Technology readiness
EnPot is at technology readiness stage ready for commercial deployment, with a commercial scale
installation on a full potline in the TRIMET Essen smelter in Germany, funded by the German
Government.
Speaking to the submission
Energia Potior would be happy to speak to our submission, or provide any further information
required.

EnPot addresses a number of significant issues raised in the Australian Technology
Investment Roadmap discussion document
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EnPot is missing in one important table and needs to be included
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Publications
Global
•

April 2016: Think Piece ‘Power to the People’ published by EPL.

•

September 2016: Aluminium International Today publish ‘Opening the window of
opportunity’

•

February 2017: Light Metal Age publish ‘Dynamically Controlled Energy Consumption
Game Changer for Aluminum Smelters’

•

February 2017: TMS presents the Light Metals Subject Award for Best Paper in
Aluminium Reduction Technology at TMS 2016 to TRIMET and LMRC” for the paper
“The Virtual Battery – operating an aluminium smelter with Flexible Input”

•

March 2017: Al Circle publishes article; ‘German firm turns aluminium smelter into a
‘Virtual Battery’

•

May 2017: Thomson Reuters publish article, “How would you like your aluminum?
Green or black?’

•

May 2017: Phil Black - Al Circle publishes ‘What does a Sustainable Aluminium World
Look Like?’;

•

September 2017: Aluminium International Today publishes; ‘A balancing Act’

•

Aluminium Insider publish story, ‘Why Trimet Aluminium is betting on EnPot’s virtual
battery’

•

September 2018: Aluminium International Today publish “The role of aluminium
smelters in decarbonising our future”

•

October 2018: World of Metallurgy publish ‘Aluminium Smelting in the Age of
Renewable Energy and the Internet of Things’

•

March 2019: International Energy Agency publishes ‘China Energy System
Transformation’, sets out value of (DSR), includes full page on EnPot.

•

June 2019: Aluminium International Today publishes editorial on Power Modulation
for Al smelters following IEA China Report.

•

January 2020: Rio Tinto’s Tiwai Point Aluminium smelter can be bailed out:
https://www.alcircle.com/news/rio-tintos-tiwai-point-aluminium-smelter-can-be-bailedout-a-nz-firm-promises-50847

•

Feburary 2020: Light Metal Age publishes comprehensive commentary on the Aluminium
Industry's response to Climate Change, specifically mentioning the EnPot technology.

•

October 2020: Aluminium International Today publish Pathway to Zero Carbon
2050 https://aluminiumtoday.com/news/primary-aluminium-production-pathwayto-zero-carbon-2050
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Australian Specific articles
•

February 2020: TMS publishes; “The Australian Energy Crisis, its impact on
Domestic Aluminium Smelting and Potential Solutions”,

•

Feburary 2020: The Australasian Energy Crisis – A Bleak Future, or an Opportunity
for Innovation at Aluminum Smelters, published by Light Metal Age, by Alton T.
Tabereaux, Consultant, and David S. Wong, University of Auckland

•

March 2020: Rio Tinto CEO discusses "Repowering our aluminium assets and
increasing the share of renewable electricity more broadly will be central to our
decarbonisation strategy to 2030,"

•

May 2020: Smart Energy Council; Stimulus Summit; Simon Holmes a Court - Energy
Transition Hub discusses application of the EnPot technology in Australia.

•

May 2020: RENEW ECONOMY publish 10 key mega renewables projects and ideas
to lead Covid-19 recovery by No1: Transform energy-draining aluminium smelters
into grid-balancing dynamos

•

June 2020: IEEFA.org publish; Why Aluminium Smelters are a Critical Component in
Australian Decarbonisation. A Case Study of Tomago Aluminium and the Hunter
Region by Clark Butler.

How EnPot Works a technical briefing
•

How EnPot Works – a technical briefing

•

Energy Modulation

•

Peak Net Load Reduction

•

The Value of DSR

•

The Bigger Picture

Contacts
For further information in the first instance please contact:
Geoff Matthews
Energy Sector Lead
Email: geoff@enpot.co.nz, Mobile: +64 274426750
Or
Dr Mark Dorreen
CEO
EnPot Ltd & Energia Potior Ltd
Email: mark@enpot.co.nz Mobile: +64 21 275 0553
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